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CATS ILLUSTRATED 
Rice jr. is alive! 

	 Ever since Rice and Rice jr. were attacked and defeated on the 
property of the thief’s house, there has been a perimeter set around the 
house and Rice and Rice jr. are in the hospital. Rice jr. is alive, he had just 
gone into deep unconsciousness. He was still asleep, but he would get 
better. Rice however, had gotten a concussion. He was awake at the 
moment. Ice hurried into his hospital room to see Harvey, licking Rice all 
over. Rice was relaxing, and Ice cleared his throat. Rice looked up, slightly 
embarrassed, and gestured for Harvey to leave. “What is it?” Rice asked.


	 “I need to know what happened at the property of the thief that got 
you and Rice jr. so gravely injured,” Ice told him, “Juliet and Rudy blame me 
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for leaving you and Rice jr. alone there. I need to 
at least know what happened.” Rice nodded, 
took a deep breath, and then started telling Ice 
about what happened. “Well, you drove off, and 
Rice jr. was like, Uhh, why didn’t Ice leave us 
snacks. And I was like, seriously? Then, Rice jr. 
smelled something strange and followed his 
nose to a bush. Suddenly, something jumped 
out, and caught a glancing blow to Rice jr.’s 
head. Rice jr. kicked out at the cat’s stomach, 
but they dodged insanely quickly and scored 
one of Rice jr.’s chubby forelegs with their claws.   
Then, I charged at them, and grappled them with 
my front paws. I pounded at their belly with my 
chubby forelegs, but I only made a small wound 
before the threw me off with incredible strength. 
My head glanced off a ceramic pot, and I was 
concussed. Before falling into unconsciousness 
however, I saw the cat jump in the car and drive 
away from your route back to Juliet’s house.” 
Rice finished, and looked at Ice with a grim 
expression. 


	 “A cat shouldn’t be physically able to 
throw another cat off while they are doing the chubby batter,” Rice told Ice, “I 
think that our friend isn’t a normal cat.” Ice gulped. He knew all too well about 
all of the different problems the strange cat had caused, and if this other cat 
was going to be that dangerous, they needed to be stopped quickly. 

However, Ice knew something right away. He 
would need to be part of the fighters. No cat 
had seen Ice fight at his best. But this was the 
time. 


	 Mavis, Harvey, and a couple of other 
wrestler cats were asked to meet at the thief 
cat’s house. Now they were also charged with 
assault. Ice told the cats of his mission plan 
and how he would need strong cats to pin the 
cat down when they were found. If they could 

throw off a cat during the chubby batter, they could probably overpower a 
wrestler. Even Harvey’s sitting tactic might fail. Probably not though.


	  Subscribe again for more fighting!
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“I don’t know who 
would dare hurt 
Rice, but I’ll help 
Rudy find out 
who would!” 

  - JUDY, WHO IS SIDING WITH 
RUDY FOR ONCE
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